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ψଳါخპωΔຍଡψݎخωΔڶࠐء
ऄ،ధၲΔڇຟނ،ధၲԱΖψ
ਟኢ֨ቼωΔਟΔ֨ނ㠪ऱቼΔຟਢᅃ
堚堚ᄑᄑऱΙኢΔ༉ਢψ़ωऱრ৸Ζ
ψᒡጐࢤωΔᒡΔނຟڶԱΙጐ
ࢤΔࢤՈڶԱΖψኧ࣠ᇠڂωΔ܃Μ
߷ਢψٵ࣠ڂழωΔՈڂڶΔڂ༉ਢ
࣠Ε࣠༉ਢڂΖຍࠩݎױᄕរΜຍଡऄ
ᎅѧѧڶऄᝑΜ!
ኜචշ̄Ċ̚ߏٺมĂԧᄲ፶ҢඈĂ˫
ೇ֏ˢٺঠႄĂтߏ࠰ͽ̶͞ܮҾĄ
ψ壆ߊωΚຍଡψ壆ωڗΔᅝψڍω
ڗᝑΔ༉ਢৰڍऱߊΔຍਢԫଡᝑ
ऄΖຍଡψ壆ωڗΔԾאױᅝԫଡဲܗ
ࠐᝑΙչᏖψဲܗωΛ༉ਢᚥܗຍ
ᇩऱԫଡဲټΖຍଡψ壆ωڗΔՈאױᅝ
ψڍωڗᝑΔՈאױᅝψԫωڗᝑΖ
ڶԳ༉ᎅΚψऄஃΜ܃ᝑᙑԱΜຍ
ଡό壆ύڗΔڇݺٚ۶ֱچΔᦫߠԳ୮ຟ
ਢᅝόڍύڗᝑΜω߷Ꮦڇ܃ຍଡֱچΔ
༉ᦫᅝԫଡψ֟ωڗᝑΔՈאױቪΜᅝ
ࠐဲܗᝑΔ༉ਢᅝψԫଡωᝑΔ༉ਢψ܃
ຍଡߊωΖᅝψԫଡߊωΔਢኙ
ᚦ೬ဆ៳ᎅऱΙᅝψڍऱߊωࠐᝑΔ
༉ਢኙࢬڇڶऄᄎխऱຍԫࠄଡՕဆ៳ᎅ
ऱΖຍრ৸Δ܃ଚۯٺຟࣔػԱΛ܃ଚא

“Opening and disclosing the mysterious and subtle” – originally, what is
mysterious and subtle cannot be expressed. But now it is disclosed and
opened. “Understanding and exposing the mind and its states.” – understanding
refers to the ability to illumine the state of the mind clearly whereas exposing
refers to emptiness. “Fathoming the principle and exhausting the nature,”
– fathoming the principle means to exhaust all principles to a point that
the nature is also gone. “Penetrating the result, which includes the cause.”- you
see this is the simultaneity where causes and effects exist at the same time.
The cause is the effect and the effect is just the cause. This is wonderful
to an extreme. The way of expounding this principle simply cannot be
articulated!
Sutra:
“Good men, in that interval, I spoke of the Buddha Dipankara and
others, and I further spoke of them as entering nirvana. But those were
just discriminations made expediently.
Commentary:
Good men: The character zhu 壆 here means many—many good men. Very
many good men means there were very few bad men. In fact we can say there
weren’t any, and so the reference is to many good men. That’s one way to
explain it. The character zhu can also be used as an auxiliary participle. As
such, it can refer to many or to one.
Someone says, “Dharma Master, you have explained this incorrectly.
The character zhu is always explained as many.” Now, you are hearing it
explained as “few,” and that should be acceptable too. If we regard this word
as an auxiliary participle, then the text will read, “Good man.” You, this good
man. In that case, the one good man would refer to Maitreya Bodhisattva.
Many good men would refer to all the good men, all the Bodhisattvas in
the assembly. Now you should understand, and from now on when you
encounter the character zhu, you should know it can be explained as “many”
or as “one.”
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৵ߠထຍଡψ壆ωڗΔ܃༉वሐԱΔ୍Μ
ຍଡאױᅝψڍωڗᝑΔԾאױᅝψԫω
ڗᝑΖ
ψ࣍ਢխၴωΚ࣍չᏖխၴࡋΛ༉
ਢނຍնۍՏᆄᏙԿՏՕՏᗣګቺ
ԱΔመնۍՏᆄᏙॳቖચഏ୮ΔՀԫଡ
ቺរΔނຍଡቺຟڶԱΙྥ৵٦ࢬނᆖ
መຍᏖڍऱഏ୮Δຟނ،٦ᗣპቺΖޢ
ԫศპቺΔ༉ጩԫଡՕܖΙ߷Ꮦڇຍଡխ
ၴΔ܃ᎅຍଡψխၴωਢڍ९ழၴΛڶ
ԳጩࠐנऱΖ
ڇຍଡխၴΔψݺᎅྥᗉ۵ΔԾ
༚ߢࠡԵ࣍௳ωΚݺམᎅመΔྥڇᗉ۵
ऱழଢΔݺऱڗټᐝဆ៳Ι৵ࠐሖߠ
ྥᗉ۵ΔהݺಖΚψࠐ࣍ڿΔᅝ
܂۵Δᇆόᤩ૫؍ۋύΜωݺԾᎅΔྥᗉ
۵ڇչᏖழଢΔ৻ᏖᑌԵ௳Ζ
ψڕਢઃঁֱא։ܑωΚࢬݺᎅऱ
ຍԫࠄଡऄΔڇኔኔڇڇऱ܃္ܫΔຍ
ଡᎅऄਢֱঁऄ॰ΔਢԱኙฒسऱࢤ
ۖᎅຍጟءᇾऱڂᒴѧѧڇመسװխچڂ
ऱࠃൣΖ܃ଚլஞ،ᅝటኔऱΜ
ኜචշ̄ĊࡶѣிϠֽҌԧٙĂԧͽҢ
ீĂ៍ܫඈኜॲӀนĂᐌٙᑕޘĂ
ҋᄲЩф̙Тăѐࡔ̂̈ĂϺೇன֏
༊ˢঠႄĄ˫ͽ͞ܮĂᄲӻڱĂ
ਕ΄ிϠ൴ᝌಈ͕Ą
ψ壆ߊΜૉڶฒࢬݺ۟ࠐسωΚ܃
ଚۯٺߊΜࠌڶຍଡՂऱฒ
سΔݺࠩהऱࠐֱچΔψאݺ۵ณΔᨠ
ࠡॾ壆ܓၬωΚݺ༉٣ᨠኘᨠኘ
הΖאչᏖᨠኘࡋΛאݺ۵ณࠐᨠኘΖ
ᨠኘչᏖࡋΛᨠኘהऱնѧѧॾΕ
ၞΕ࢚ΕࡳΕᐝΖᨠהऱॾ
֨ڶڶΛڶڶ壄ၞԺΛॾڶڶ
ऱԺΛ࢚ڶڶ۵ऄऱԺΛࡳڶڶ
ऱԺΛהᖂ۵ऄΔਢլਢվ֚ᖂ۵ऄΔ
֚ࣔԾᖂᦅऄװԱΛվ֚ᖂဆ៳ऄΔ֚ࣔ
ԾװᖂऄԱΛ
Fৱᥛ
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In that interval: In what interval? In the interval when the five hundred
myriad kotis of nayutas of asamkhyeyas of countries were passed through and
the one mote of dust was dropped. The five hundred myriad kotis of nayutas
of asamkhyeyas of worlds were ground into fine dust, and then five hundred
kotis of nayutas of asamkhyeyas of lands were passed through and a mote of
dust was deposited until all the motes of dust were gone. Then all those
lands that were passed through were further ground into fine dust. Each
of those fine motes of dust was counted as a great kalpa. “In that interval”
is that period of time. How long a time could that interval be? No human
being could calculate it.
I spoke of the Buddha Dipankara and others. In the midst of that,
I said, “At the time of Dipankara Buddha, I was known as Good Wisdom
Bodhisattva.” And I further spoke of them as entering nirvana. “At the
time of Dipankara Buddha, my name was Good Wisdom. When I met
Dipankara Buddha, he bestowed a prediction upon me. He said, ‘In the
future, you will become a Buddha called Shakyamuni.’” I also said that at
such-and-such a time, Dipankara Buddha would enter nirvana.
But those dharmas I spoke of were just discriminations made
expediently. I will now tell you the truth. What I said was expedient
dharma; these causes and conditions were spoken in accord with living
beings’ faculties. I spoke based on living beings’ basic foundation, what
they had “planted” in the cause ground. But these were just discriminations
made expediently.
Sutra:
“Good men, if a living being comes to where I am, I observe with my
Buddha Eye his faith and other qualities, as well as the keenness or
dullness of his faculties, and take him across in an appropriate manner.
“In place after place, although the names by which I refer to myself
are different, and my age may be older or younger, I also appear and
announce that I am about to enter nirvana. I also employ various
expedient devices, speaking the subtle and wonderful Dharma and
enabling living beings to bring forth happiness in their minds.”
Commentary:
Good men, if a living being comes to where I am—he comes to the place
where I, the Buddha, am—I observe with my Buddha Eye. First I must
look into it. What do I look with? I use the Buddha Eye to investigate with.
What do I look into? I regard his faith and other qualities. “And other
qualities” refers to the five roots: Faith, vigor, mindfulness, samadhi, and
wisdom are called the five roots.
I look into it and see if he has the root of faith. Does he have the root
and power of being diligent and vigorous? Does he have the root and power
of mindfulness? Is he mindful of the Buddhadharma? Does he have the root
and power of samadhi? In his study of the Buddhadharma, does he study
the Buddhadharma today and then tomorrow go to study demonic dharma?
Does he study the Dharma of Bodhisattvas today and the dharma of ghosts
tomorrow?
FTo be continued

